COMMERCIAL PAINTING
AJ Paint Masters offer a full range of commercial painting services. Each commercial
project is individually assessed based on the different surface requirements. We then
methodically apply different approaches depending on the type of surface and type of
commercial premises and usage.
The results and outcome will be fitting to the environment, whether a hospital, hotel,
hospitality interior, warehouse or new office fit-out that requires painting. Each surface
is treated and finished with the usage and outcome in mind, be it easy wash paints, heavy
duty paints for high wear traffic areas or vinyl wall coverings, feature walls or murals
there is a range of colour, products and application solutions, to suit any premises.

Commercial Property Specialisations and Services
We offer a wide range of professional commercial property services and solutions for any
size job be it small or large. Work is undertaken to meet our customers exact business
requirements with a level of service that is second to none. Our commercial property
solutions apply to projects such as:
Exterior painting
Graffiti removal
Abrasive blasting and pressure washing
Interior and common area painting
Paint and colour consulting
Exteriors and outdoor timber structures
Hardwood flooring
Decorative paint techniques and finishes
Concrete and hard surface cleaning and sealing
linemarking and re-marking
Wallpaper, vinyl wallcoverings and murals

Quality Painting and Workmanship
AJ Paint Masters staff are fully qualified and experienced tradesmen. We provide a professional and organised team approach to delivering high quality work to each and every
project. No matter how large or small the job our friendly, reliable and courteous team
with their commitment to excellence always provides quality work time after time.

Safety Conscious and Fully Insured
We are a safety conscious team with a thorough understanding of Australian regulations
and codes of practice and comply with occupational health and safety standards. We are
fully insured and covered for public liability and any accidental damage to property that
may occur such as paint spills, falls, or other mishaps that could result in injuries or costly
property damage.

